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Abstract. This paper describes our initial efforts at implementing a new Choice-

Adaptive Intelligent Learning Environment (CAILE) that combines multi-agent 

adaptive technologies and service architectures to provide a framework for design-
ing extendible and reconfigurable learning environments. We describe the core 

components of the CAILE architecture, learning tasks that establish a situated con-
text for learning, and a set of customizable agents that support student learning. 

We employ software engineering metrics to evaluate the system, and illustrate the 

reconfigurable and extensible properties of our design and implementation. 
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Introduction 

The last decade has seen many technological innovations in computer-based learning 

environments. New technologies can seamlessly combine state-of-the-art simulation 

engines, multi-agent architectures, on-line collaborations, and multi-media functions to 

support pedagogies derived from behaviorist, cognitive, and socio-cultural theories of 

learning [2][3][4][10][17]. Of particular interest to us are learning environments that 

provide students with a rich set of choices on how to learn by including many different 

learning interactions and resources. The idea is to help students become adept at mak-

ing appropriate choices that benefit their own learning, and in turn these students will 

have the opportunity to develop learning strategies and metacognitive skills that will 

make them more effective learners when they leave the structured curricula characteris-

tics of much school-inspired instruction. 

However, there are several challenges in designing configurable learning environ-

ments that promote the development of self-regulated learning strategies. One chal-

lenge is that choice of learning activity can confuse and distract inexperienced learners, 

which may adversely affect their learning abilities [6]. Another challenge is that learn-

ing environments today mostly consist of a large number of scattered and incompatible 

designs. Each new research idea in the area of computer-based learning environments 

generally requires the costly design of a new system or the lengthy redesign of an exist-

ing system in order to test that idea.  

Given these challenges, our goals are two-fold: we aim to (1) facilitate the imple-

mentation of agents that intelligently adapt to student choices to help guide them to-

ward more effective metacognitive strategies; and (2) design a generic framework and 

associated platform that allows researchers to quickly and efficiently design, imple-



ment, and re-implement learning environments that address their research questions. 

We believe that we have made meaningful progress towards achieving these goals with 

our Choice-Adaptive Intelligent Learning Environment (CAILE) framework. This nov-

el framework combines multi-agent adaptive technologies with service architectures 

[18] to provide a generic framework for reconfigurable learning environments. In this 

paper, we review our past work on designing learning environments and propose a new 

set of design principles to create a generic framework for building CAILEs. We then 

discuss related work that proposes methods for helping students learn how to make 

choices. Next, we discuss the design and implementation of this new CAILE architec-

ture, including suggestions on how to re-implement our Teachable Agents system. Fi-

nally, we propose future directions for this line of research. 

1. Past Work, Related Work, and a New Set of Design Principles 

Our original Teachable Agent (TA) architecture [20] was agent-centric and designed to 

include a number of agents that communicated via an environment platform. The stu-

dent, also represented as an agent in the system, learned by teaching and interacting 

with the computer agents. The environment platform contained the system interface, 

and performed all of the functions for manipulating the interface, such as making 

changes to a map, displaying quiz results, and animating the concept map as the TA 

explained her answer. The agent design adopted a hierarchical object-oriented structure 

with a generic agent parameterized by its appearance and its behavior (including what it 

monitored in the environment and how it responded to events in the environment).  

The agent-centric architecture worked well initially because our TA systems used a 

few agents with a fixed set of functionalities. However, attempts to build on this archi-

tecture for new studies that asked new research questions, became difficult because of 

our old design decisions produced a lack of flexibility. The new studies required consi-

derable effort and time for rewriting code. More specifically, we encountered the fol-

lowing three problems: (1) the logic for services and agent feedback were tightly 

coupled, yet scattered throughout the code, (2) agent behaviors became harder to confi-

gure, and (3) the code progressively became more difficult to understand. 

Other systems also support self-regulated learning strategies. AutoTutor [13] uses 

an agent and latent semantic analysis to simulate a natural tutorial dialog with a student. 

As part of a question-answer process, the agent encourages students to think deeply 

about the material they are learning by asking for more details and better explanations, 

and adaptively correcting students’ errors. HelpTutor [1] takes a more direct approach 

by informing students on when and how to ask for help in a traditional ITS framework.  

Animated pedagogical agents have extended tutoring and coaching opportunities 

by using life-like animated characters that interact with students in virtual problem 

solving environments using hypermedia, and human-like gestures and emotions. The 

notion of agents as tutors or coaches has been extended to learning companions [10] 

that assist, critique, and motivate during problem solving. Example systems include 

EduAgents [16], LECOBA [21], and Active Worlds [17]. Chen, et al. [8] have em-

ployed the idea of nurturing virtual animal pets in open learner environments as a moti-

vational tool for learning. These systems, in addition to our own, are validated by lite-

rature that suggests that giving students choices in terms of learning activities as well as 

the nature of feedback they receive, can, in the right contexts, lead to intrinsic motiva-

tion [22]. Thus, the value of choice-driven systems comes both from its potential to 



motivate students as well as the ability to provide students opportunities to learn how to 

make better choices in future learning. 

Building on these past systems, our new CAILE framework incorporates a number 

of design principles. First, the CAILE framework focuses on standardizing the monitor-

ing tasks in the system in order to better characterize student behaviors and respond to 

them. Second, the CAILE framework makes a conscious effort to modularize the sys-

tem architecture, so that an agent’s behaviors are distinct from the services that com-

pose the learning task. Finally, the architecture is constructed to allow for future expan-

sions that will allow agent behaviors to be designed hierarchically and in graphical en-

vironments that are more accessible than inline computer code. This is an important 

step in allowing cognitive scientists and educational researchers to better guide the sys-

tem development process. 

2. Components of the System Architecture 

Our approach to designing intelligent learning environment encompasses: (1) a set of 

learning tasks for the students; and (2) agents that help guide the student through the 

task. CAILE includes an Environment Platform, which facilitates the interactions of the 

different pieces; however, a complete description of the platform has been omitted here 

for space considerations. Our architecture, illustrated in Fig. 1, implements the learning 

tasks and agents in a modular and extensible fashion by providing libraries of func-

tions, which may be rapidly configured to work together, updated, and extended to en-

able different kinds of learning tasks along with different learning strategies. 

Learning tasks correspond to situated units that define the content and context for 

learning (e.g., [5]). A learning environment may contain one or more learning tasks. 

Learning tasks are themselves constructed from a set of modular services. Services may 

or may not have a graphical component. Some services are used by the agents to ana-

lyze the student’s and other agents’ activities in the system. These services are explicit-

ly linked to agent behavior in a way that tailors the behavior to the current task. The 

key elements of a service are that services perform functions (e.g., help an agent rea-

son), and they relay information to the agents (e.g. the users’ actions in the system). 

Agents can command a service make changes in the system environment. 

Much like web-based service-oriented architectures [15], the set of services are or-

ganized into a Service Library to support the rapid inclusion of different task interfaces 

and other components. A rich service library allows a learning environment designer to 

quickly configure learning tasks by combining service components in meaningful 

ways, and thus build a number of different environments with very little additional pro-

gramming effort.  

Agents in our CAILE systems are animated characters that interact with human us-

ers to support instruction and scaffolding. They have assigned roles (e.g., tutor, tutee, 

or peer), which provide the social component to our learning environments. The benefit 

of the CAILE architecture is it can be rapidly expanded to include new agents to sup-

port the scaffolding needs of current learning tasks. 

An agent’s behavior is defined by its response to chosen patterns derived from 

events associated with services and agent actions. In order to implement a desired agent 

role, agents are configured to respond to specific patterns of events, which are inter-

preted as behaviors in the context of learning tasks. Lower-level events can be aggre-

gated to form higher-level events. At the lowest level, the events are generated by ser-



vices with a graphical component (e.g., button clicks). As a session evolves, analytical 

services and even agents’ behaviors can form the basis for defining more complex be-

haviors. This creates hierarchical structures that are illustrated within the agents in Fig. 

1. 

The Behavior Library stores configured agent behaviors. The behaviors are derived 

from the set of services in the learning tasks and the roles assigned to the agents in the 

environment. For example, a Reading Mentor can include behaviors that monitor stu-

dent reading activities and provide reading strategy feedback. Like the service library, 

the behavior library is a repository for different behaviors that can be defined from ser-

vices and associated events, and then used to create agent behaviors. 

Configuring the system to include sets of behaviors and support services that are 

organized into the two libraries gives the learning system designer the ability to quickly 

assemble a large number of possible systems in different configurations to allow for 

various learning tasks, and then easily design and tailor agents to provide different pe-

dagogical roles in the learning environment. We have developed XML templates to 

facilitate these configuring and rebuilding tasks. Building on the XML configuration 

approach, a key element of future CAILE systems will include the ability to reconfi-

gure themselves “on the fly” to adjust to the student’s learning styles and interaction 

patterns. 

3. The Event Architecture 

As discussed, events mark actions in the system by the user, the virtual agents, and the 

services. This necessitates having system components that manage the complexity of 

communicating all of this information. The CAILE architecture uses a low-level com-

munication layer called the event architecture, which is a message-passing system for 

services and agents. 

 

3.1. Events 

 

The redesigned agent framework needed a new communication protocol to enable 

agents to track the student’s and other agents’ activities in the system. The event-based 

system allows state information to be packaged with the communication object. To 

Figure 1. Choice Adaptive Intelligent Learning Environment Architecture. 

 



accomplish the specific forms of communication in the architecture, we identified three 

types of logical events: service events, agent events, and internal events. 

Service events are generated by elements of the learning task, reporting student ac-

tions, e.g., a student just clicked a button. Agent events, on the other hand, are generat-

ed in response to patterns of service events, and they invoke a service function. Internal 

events map low-level patterns to higher-level behaviors. Figure 1 shows that these be-

havior outputs do not leave the agent space. 

3.2. Defining Agent Behavior 

A rule, the fundamental unit that defines agent behavior, is a pattern identifier which is 

configured using events. Rules can be designed to monitor the quantity and frequency 

of service events, agent events, and internal events that take place in the system. When 

a rule is triggered by its target behavior, it initiates a sequence that leads to the creation 

of a new event that either produces an action, or it gets aggregated into a higher-level 

internal event. Rules and internal events together define the logical structure of agent 

behavior, which governs their actions in the system. 

In designing rules, it is necessary for the designer to specify the events and patterns 

the rule will detect. A rule designed to respond to student actions in a service related to 

the construction of a causal concept map cannot be applied to a similar service, say 

construction of a graph. Thus, when a service changes, so must the rules and behaviors 

directly associated with it. In building a learning environment, a designer must first 

choose the services that will make up the learning task from the service library, before 

choosing the agent behaviors from the behavior library that match these services. While 

this tight coupling might seem like a weakness of the CAILE architecture, it allows for 

a loose coupling between agent behaviors and service functionality. An agent’s imme-

diate behaviors are dependent only on the learning task. This allows researchers and 

system designers to swap agent behaviors in a modular way, which, in turn, affords 

them the ability to create experiments that test different agents and agent roles without 

requiring changes to the service operations. Also, higher level strategies are built hie-

rarchically. If the higher-level events keep the same names, only the rules defining the 

lower-level events have to change to correspond to a changed service. 

4. Redesigning Betty’s Brain in the CAILE architecture 

The CAILE architecture is general, but as a proof of concept we have reimple-

mented Betty’s Brain [6] in the CAILE paradigm to take advantage of its configurabili-

ty and lower development costs.  In Betty’s Brain, the teachable agent is the “learner”. 

The student teaches Betty by building a causal concept map. She responds to students' 

queries and takes quizzes when asked. Occasionally, she makes comments about her 

learning progress to make the students aware of how well they are teaching her. Mean-

while, the Mentor agent plays the role of giving students more explicit feedback on 

their teaching practices and self regulated learning strategies.  

Services form the basis for implementing this functionality.  The core learning task 

in Betty’s Brain is building a concept map of a domain.  Examples of services to sup-

port this task include the concept-mapping tools, animation schemes, reasoning func-

tions that apply to the concept map, the hypertext-based resources reader, and assess-

ment tools.  To support the teachable agent’s role in this task, we implemented the 



agent reasoning service so that the agent can answer questions using the concept map, 

and an explanation service, which animates the concept map as the agent answers a 

student generated question. The mentor focuses on assessment and teaching guidance 

so we have a quiz service, which grades the concept map by checking on how it an-

swers a set of questions, and a behavioral analysis service to give directed feedback 

when the student asks the mentor for help.  In addition to these underlying services, the 

agents also use a representation service to control their own image on the screen. 

Once the services have been implemented, the first step in designing an agent be-

havior is to identify the appropriate interactions for an agent’s role. This involves iden-

tifying the patterns of student behavior to which agents should respond. One such be-

havior is “guess-and-check”, when students repeatedly quiz the teachable agent after 

making a single change to the concept map. To detect and respond to this behavior, a 

system designer can write rules for the Mentor agent that are directed to intervene with 

advice on alternative strategies. Using the services, the designer can determine which 

of the services generate the events that will define behaviors. In this case the events are 

“Request Quiz, Edit Map, Request Quiz,” in sequence from the quiz and concept map 

services.  The designer can then write a Rule that creates an internal event called 

“Guess and Check” which fires when the defined pattern occurs (the designer can also 

set reset events for good behaviors like checking the resources). From defined student 

behaviors, the researcher writes a second set of rules that creates Agent events. An ex-

ample of such a rule firing would result in the mentor agent suggesting to the student to 

follow an alternative strategy. The mentor rule would be designed to create the agent 

event only when the “Guess and Check” internal event occurs quite frequently during 

the student’s use of the program. 

This example illustrates the potential power of the event architecture in allowing 

agents to observe and respond to students’ individual behaviors. Additionally, it de-

monstrates how this can be extended to more complex situations, allowing for a power-

ful and rich set of agent behaviors in the system. This new implementation of Betty’s 

Brain was evaluated using a set of software engineering metrics. The results imply that 

by following the CAILE framework, we have created a functionally richer Betty’s 

Brain system that is actually easier to manage and extend than the predecessor systems. 

5. System Evaluation and Discussion 

As mentioned in the introduction, one of our main goals in developing the CAILE 

framework was to allow researchers to build computer-based learning environments 

more quickly without a lot of new code generation. To support this claim, we compared 

our old TA system with our new TA system that is re-implemented in the CAILE 

framework using the four software engineering metrics: (1) Lines of Code (LOC), the 

raw count of all lines of source code; (2) Weighted Methods per Class (WMC), the sum 

of the complexity of all methods in a class [9][9]; (3) Cyclomatic Complexity (CC), a 

measure of the complexity of the methods within a program; and (4) Lack of Cohesion 

of Methods (LCOM), which measures the extent to which classes in a program perform 

a single purpose [9]. 

Results obtained with the Eclipse Metrics plugin (http://eclipse-metrics.sourceforge.net) 

appear in Table 1. We evaluated three versions of the system: (1) the original version of 

Betty’s Brain (2006); (2) an extended version that included support for self-regulated 

http://eclipse-metrics.sourceforge.net/


learning strategies (2008); and the current implementation of Betty’s Brain in the 

CAILE framework (2009). 

 
Table 1. Comparison of different software versions of Betty’s Brain using the specified metrics 

Year LOC WMC CC LCOM 

2006 16652 14.13 1.95 4.16 

2008 25645 16.55 2.17 5.80 

2009 15564 14.53 2.09 5.08 

 

The results show that extending our system to perform additional complicated 

functions led to an increase in all four metrics, indicating that the code had become 

significantly more complex. However, the results also show that re-implementing the 

system in the CAILE framework eliminated most of the added complexity from the 

2008 system without sacrificing any of its functionality. 

In addition to these “behind the scenes” metrics of the source code, qualitative ob-

servations of the system in use have shown that our modular design of services and 

agent behaviors has allowed for multiple threads of execution, something that was not 

available in our old system. Because of this, agent behaviors and rules are executed in 

parallel and don’t incur a noticeable cost in performance. The only potential drawback 

to this approach is a slightly longer load time, attributed to parsing the XML rules, but 

this added delay is on the order of seconds, and is a once-per-session cost, so the trade-

off seems reasonable. 

As this system has only very recently been re-implemented in the CAILE frame-

work, an evaluation of its educational benefits in this context is currently unavailable. 

However, qualitative observations have shown that this system performs well in class-

room studies, and overall, it has proved to be more robust than its predecessors. The 

reader is referred to [23] for a full discussion of the educational implications and evalu-

ation of our system.  

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have proposed a novel framework for creating and maintaining Choice-Adaptive 

Intelligent Learning Environments. The goal is to provide students with more learning 

choice, and also allow researchers to flexibly design CBLEs that adapt to student beha-

viors, making it easier for them to run studies with multiple research questions. 

As we move forward, we will add tools that facilitate design of different learning 

tasks and agents. We envision a “drag and drop” interface, with choices for configuring 

agent behaviors based on events from drop-down lists, which the tool has populated. 

These tools should also allow teachers to easily configure learning tasks for students, 

and, therefore, direct instruction towards how to make better choices in learning while 

also teaching domain material. While these are ambitious plans, we believe that our 

approach provides the flexible and extensible computational architecture for building 

the choice adaptive environments. 
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